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GCA Coursework 2: Reflective Mind Map

Start by downloading 
and reading the 

Assignment Brief 
(under Assessment)



You will create a reflective mind/concept map using materials and information 

from every week of Global Current Affairs teaching (lecture and multimedia content).

This assignment combines: 

knowledge acquisition

reflection 

information curation 

visualisation



You should cover the following four questions through the components of the mind map 
and only using a limited amount of text as captions to the visuals:

o What are the most important or interesting things you learned each week and 
why?

o How are they linked to each other and what story do they tell us about the state 
of the world?

o What are the top challenges facing (a) global security and (b) sustainability?

o Who are the main actors driving global change (change-makers)?

You don't have to answer these four questions in separate sections of the map, but the 
answers to those questions should be clear, not assumed or implicit. 





Step 1: you will be reflecting on the most important and interesting things you learned each 
week, and selecting/curating bits of data (‘components’) from the lecture/multimedia content 
posted on Brightspace 

Step 2: you will map and link these bits of data/knowledge (‘components’) on a large mind 
map so as to identify key global challenges and global change-makers.
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Don’t worry about
the distinction between 
mind and concept maps 
– either is fine





Components can include stats, facts, historical context, graphs or infographics, maps, images 
of events, people or places, screenshots from videos, short quotes from the literature or 
interviewees or documentaries etc. 

There has to be at least one component from each week of GCA teaching. 



Facts & Figures

13,900 nuclear 
warheads in the world

Russia will provide China with 

365 million metric tons of oil over 
25 years for $270 billion

3 January 2020: Trump orders the assassination of 

Soleimani US drone strike near Baghdad 
International Airport (Iraq) kills Soleimani + 9 others

In July 2019, Iran exceeded the agreed-upon limits 
to its stockpile of low-enriched uranium, and then 

began enriching uranium to the higher 
concentration used in medical isotopes, still far short 
of the 90 percent purity required for weapons. 

Shadow economy = 

20% of Global GDP

Toxic waste industry = 

worth €7 billion

70,000 cubic meters of 

seaweed cleared up 
every summer off beaches in 
Brittany (France) alone



Icons & Symbols



Photographs



Maps



Infographics
Graphs
Charts



Screenshots or posters 
from videos & films



Lecture slides



Short quotes

[R2P is “...the most important shift 
in our conception of sovereignty 
since the Treaty of Westphalia in 
1648” (Anne-Marie Slaughter)

"The Responsibility to Protect is the most important 
and imaginative doctrine to emerge on the 
international scene for decades” (Louise Arbour, ICG)

“Our system will link together missile defence assets from 
different Allies – satellites, ships, radars and interceptors –
under NATO command and control. It will allow us to 
defend against threats from outside the Euro-Atlantic 
area” (NATO Secretary-General)

“Since the end of the Cold War we have seen no decrease in 
the numbers of undeclared Russian intelligence 
officers in the UK – at the Russian Embassy and associated 
organisations – conducting covert activity in this country” 
(Jonathan Evans, former Head of MI5)



Articles & Reports



Week number: 
Each component should be accompanied by the week number in which this material was 
taught (e.g. you include a screenshot from a documentary on WikiLeaks that was part of week 5 
multimedia, so you should write ‘week 5: WikiLeaks documentary’ over/under that component). 

This makes it easier to check that you’ve included materials from all weeks of teaching.

WikiLeaks: ‘The Secret Life of a Superpower’ (Week 5)



Captions:
Components may (but don't all have to have) short captions, contextualising them. 
Some components will be self-explanatory (e.g. a key stat or interesting fact). 
Others (e.g. a screenshot of a video or map or profile of a person) may need a short caption 
to explain what we’re seeing, why you chose that and how it links to your overall 
themes/answers.

BBC Panorama: How to poison a spy (Week 4) – the poisoning of Litvinenko left 
a trail of contamination with Polonium-210 across central London



Links/storytelling: 

You have to demonstrate the links between the different components or groups of components 
in your mind map, using arrows or lines or grouping components in clusters. 

You can annotate your arrows and lines with short bits of text to explain the links. 
DO NOT overload your shapes/visuals/map with text. 
This is not a textual, but a visual assignment.

Rationale: 

Through your mind map components (facts, figures etc), linkages, bits of text, and captions 
the following should be evident:

- Why are these facts/figures interesting or important? 
- Why are these global challenges important? 
- Why are these change-makers important?



Format/Length/Size: one single PowerPoint slide, 140cm x 140cm (poster size). 

You can set the size of your PowerPoint slide by selecting ‘Design’ on the main menu, then ‘Slide 
size’ and then ‘Custom size’.

There is no indicative or maximum number of components - but stick to one 140cm x 140cm slide 
and make sure that, when zoomed in to 100%, everything is easily accessible/readable, and that 
the mind map is coherent overall.



You should cover the following four questions through the components of the 
mind/concept map and only using a limited amount of text as captions to the visuals:

o What are the most important or interesting things you learned each week and 
why?

o How are they linked to each other and what story do they tell us about the state 
of the world?

o What are the top challenges facing (a) global security and (b) sustainability?

o Who are the main actors driving global change (change-makers)?

You don't have to answer these four questions in separate sections of the map, but the 
answers to those questions should be clear, not assumed or implicit. 



13,900 nuclear 
warheads 
in the world (Week 5)

In July 2019, Iran exceeded the agreed-upon limits to its 
stockpile of low-enriched uranium, and then began enriching 

uranium to the higher concentration used in medical isotopes, 
still far short of the 90 percent purity required for weapons. 
(Week 6)

BBC Panorama: How to poison a spy (Week 4) – the poisoning of Litvinenko left a 
trail of contamination with Polonium-210 across central London

Nuclear proliferation 
+ 

lack of effective global regulation of CBRNs 
= 

single most important threat facing 
global security and environmental sustainability
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Week 10

Global 
governance 
in need of 

radical reform

Week 12 – Bitcoin poses a major challenge for global regulation of money

Week 4 – Obama and Medvedev signed treaty that led to reduction of nuclear weapons



Referencing:

Your map should be accompanied by a list of references / sources used on 
a separate slide, page or document, using Harvard referencing.



Marking criteria – use as checklist during the preparation of your mind map

Mind map is in the correct format (140cm x 140cm PowerPoint slide)

There are components from all weeks of GCA teaching with clear labelling

Design (including colour palette, font sizes, shapes etc) is slick, professional and user-friendly

Information architecture: map is easy to read and coherent; information is structured and presented in a logical way, 

and the points made are clear

There is a clear and strong rationale for the choice of components (why are they interesting, important and relevant?)

The components chosen demonstrate good familiarity with unit content (i.e. not just material from lecture slides but 

delving deeper into each week's multimedia)

Content shows knowledge of contemporary history and global current affairs (factual accuracy, depth of 

understanding of issues, engagement with a range of issues)

Components are clearly and logically linked to others, creating meaningful visual narratives

The map identifies key challenges facing global security and sustainability and these are adequately justified and 

contextualised

The map identifies key change-makers and these are adequately justified and contextualized

There is a complete and properly formatted reference list on a separate page/slide



Format: PowerPoint slide + PDF with references

DEADLINE: Thursday, 27 May 2021 at 12pm



START IDENTIFYING & COLLATING COMPONENTS FROM WEEK 1 ONWARDS
IF YOU ENGAGE WITH EACH WEEK’S CONTENT WELL-PREPARED TO PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
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Post your questions in 
the dedicated 

Discussion Forum on 
Brightspace




